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Pressure distribution over the palm region during forward falls on the outstretched hands

W.J. Choi\textsuperscript{a,\,*} and S.N. Robinovitch\textsuperscript{a,b}
\textsuperscript{a}Injury Prevention and Mobility Laboratory, Department of Biomedical Physiology and Kinesiology, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC, Canada V5A 1S6
\textsuperscript{b}School of Engineering Science, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC, Canada V5A 1S6

Abstract

Falls on the outstretched hands are the cause of over 90\% of wrist fractures, yet little is known about bone loading during this event. We tested how the magnitude and distribution of pressure over the palm region during a forward fall is affected by foam padding (simulating a glove) and arm configuration, and by the faller’s body mass index (BMI) and thickness of soft tissues over the palm region.

Thirteen young women with high (\textit{n}=7) or low (\textit{n}=6) BMI participated in a “torso release experiment” that simulated falling on both outstretched hands with the arm inclined either at 20\textdegree{} or 40\textdegree{} from the vertical. Trials were acquired with and without a 5 mm thick foam pad secured to the palm. Outcome variables were the magnitude and location of peak pressure (\textit{d}, \textit{\theta}) with respect to the scaphoid, total impact force, and integrated force applied to three concentric areas, including “danger zone” of 2.5 cm radius centered at the scaphoid. Soft tissue thickness over the palm was measured by ultrasound.

The 5 mm foam pad reduced peak pressure, and peak force to the danger zone, by 83\% and 13\%, respectively. Peak pressure was 77\% higher in high BMI when compared with low BMI participants. Soft tissue thickness over the palm correlated positively with distance (\textit{d}) (\textit{R}=0.79, \textit{p}=0.001) and force applied outside the danger zone (\textit{R}=0.76, \textit{p}=0.002), but did not correlate with BMI (\textit{R}=0.43, \textit{p}=0.14). The location of peak pressure was shunted 4 mm further from the scaphoid at 20\textdegree{} than that of 40\textdegree{} falls (\textit{d}=25 mm (SD 8), \textit{\theta}=−9\textdegree{} (SD 17) in the 20\textdegree{} falls versus \textit{d}=21 mm (SD 8), \textit{\theta}=−5\textdegree{} (SD 24) in the 40\textdegree{} falls). Peak force to the entire palm was 11\% greater in 20\textdegree{} compared with 40\textdegree{} falls.

These results indicate that even a 5 mm thick foam layer protects against wrist injury, by attenuating peak pressure over the palm during forward falls. Increased soft tissue thickness shunts force away from the scaphoid. However, soft tissue thickness is not predicted by BMI, and peak pressures are greater in high individuals than that of low BMI individuals. These results contribute to our understanding of the mechanics and prevention of wrist and hand injuries during falls.

© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
\textit{*}Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 778 782 6679; fax: +1 778 782 3040. wocholc@sfu.ca (W.J. Choi).
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1. Introduction

More than 97% of upper extremity fractures are the result of falls (Palvanen et al., 2000). Distal radius fractures are the most common type of fractures in young adults, and similar in frequency to hip fracture in older adults (Sahlin, 1990; Singer et al., 1998; O’Neill et al., 2001). The scaphoid is the most common carpal bone to be fractured, accounting for 60% of all carpal fractures (Hove, 1999). Wrist injuries represent 35–45% of all injuries among snowboarders and 37% among in-line skaters, and two thirds of those are fractures (Made and Elmqvist, 2004; Matsumoto et al., 2002; Schieber et al., 1996; Callé, 1994).

Previous studies have measured impact forces during falls on the outstretched hands. Chiu and Robinovitch (1998) reported that the hand impact force trace during this event is governed by a high-frequency peak force ($F_{\text{max1}}$) occurring shortly after the instant of contact, and a subsequent lower-frequency, lower magnitude peak ($F_{\text{max2}}$). These authors (Robinovitch and Chiu, 1998) also reported that $F_{\text{max1}}$ was attenuated by 35% on average by a 1.3 cm thick foam rubber pad, nearly the same as the 40% attenuation provided by a 7.6 cm thick pad of the same material. The authors concluded that even a thin layer of padding, while having little effect on $F_{\text{max2}}$, may prevent wrist injuries during falls by substantially attenuating $F_{\text{max1}}$. DeGoede and Ashton-Miler (2002) showed that a fall arrest strategy involving elbow deflection reduced $F_{\text{max1}}$ by 40% when compared with stiff-arm arrest. While these studies provide valuable insight on force magnitude, fracture risk depends also on distribution of force to the palm surface and underlying bones. To our knowledge, none of the previous study has reported these data.

The magnitude and distribution of contact force during a fall on the outstretched hands should also depend on the configuration of the body at impact, and soft tissue thickness over the palm region. While previous studies have examined the protective role of cadaveric soft tissue from the trochanteric hip region (Robinovitch et al., 1995), no study has examined the force-attenuating effect of palmar soft tissues.

In high risk activities (e.g., inline skating), hard-shell “wrist guards” are often used to reduce risk for fall-related distal radius fractures. While these splint-like devices undoubtedly reduce wrist hyperextension during impact (Schieber et al., 1996), epidemiological studies have reported contradictory results on clinical effectiveness (Lewis et al., 1997; Giacobetti et al., 1997; Hwang et al., 2006; Muller et al., 2003), or corresponding increases in the frequency of elbow, upper arm, and shoulder injuries—suggesting the need for improved design. Others have noted that the reduction in wrist flexibility created by hard-shell wrist guards makes them unsuitable for high risk activities such as bicycling, scootering, and use of playground equipment (Hagel et al., 2005; Cassell et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2006). Padded gloves or compliant floors represent alternative prevention strategies requiring investigation.

Accordingly, our goals in the current study were to conduct laboratory-based falling experiments to investigate how pressure distribution over the palm region during forward falls on the outstretched hands is affected by (1) a 5 mm thick foam pad, simulating a compliant surface or protective glove, (2) the impact angle of the arm, (3) the body mass index of the faller, and (4) the thickness of soft tissue over the palm region (as measured by ultrasound). Based on our results, we discuss potential applications to improved fracture prevention.
2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Thirteen healthy young women between the age of 18 and 35 participated. Participants were selected so that approximately one-half ($n=7$) possessed a body mass index (BMI=weight/(height$^2$)) greater than 25, and the others ($n=6$) had a body mass index less than 18.5. Average body weight and height were 47 (SD 4) kg and 162 (SD 6) cm in the low BMI group, and 75 (SD 9) kg and 163 (SD 5) cm in the high BMI group. All participants provided written informed consent. The experimental protocol and consent form were approved by the Committee on Research Ethics at Simon Fraser University.

2.2. Equipment

During each trial, we collected total hand impact force from a force plate (Bertec, USA) and pressure distribution from a 2D scanning plate (RSscan International, Belgium) placed on the force plate, at 500 Hz of sampling rate. Reflective markers were placed on the dorsal surface of each hand, directly over the scaphoid, hamate, 2nd metacarpal head, and 5th metacarpal head (identified by palpation). The 3D positions of these markers were recorded at 250 Hz with an eight-camera video-based motion measurement system (Motion Analysis Corp., USA).

2.3. Protocol

Forward falls were simulated through “torso release experiments,” which involved releasing the participant (via a tether and electromagnet) from a state of impending impact with the palm raised 5 cm above the ground (see Chiu and Robinovitch (1998) for further details). To assess the effect of impact configuration on contact force and pressure, trials were acquired for initial inclinations of the arm from the vertical of 20° and 40° (Fig. 1). Given the brief interval between tether release and impact, negligible changes occurred during descent in the relative positions of the arm, forearm and hand, as confirmed during the trials through visual monitoring by one of the investigator, and later by review of video footage acquired for each trial. Trials were also conducted without a pad and with a 5 mm thick ethylene vinyle acetate (EVA) foam pad (13 × 21 cm; density of 46.6 kg/m$^3$; see inset in Fig. 1), which was placed on the palm by means of double sided tape. Three trials were acquired for each condition. The order of presentation of the conditions was randomized.

2.4. Data analysis

Our main outcome variables were the magnitude of peak pressure, location of peak pressure, total peak force, and integrated force applied to each of three defined palm regions. Except for the total peak force, each of these variables were calculated for the right and left hand separately, and then averaged for analysis (Troy and Grabiner, 2007). Data analysis was conducted with customized Matlab routines. The magnitude of peak pressure was determined by the peak value from the pressure versus time trace, where the maximum pressure values from 4096 pressure sensors in the RSscan plate were plotted as a function of time. The location of peak pressure with respect to the scaphoid was expressed by the angle ($\theta$) from the line between scaphoid and hamate, and the distance ($d$) from the scaphoid (Fig. 2d). The magnitude of peak total force was taken as the peak value in the vertical force trace during impact (Fig. 2a and b).

We defined three regions over the palm: area $A$ – a circle of 5 cm diameter, centered at the scaphoid, area $B$ – an adjacent 2 cm wide donut shape and area $C$ – the remainder of the palm region (Fig. 2d). We refer to area $A$ as the ‘danger zone’ because it covers the scaphoid and lunate, which articulate with and transmit force to the distal radius (Calais-Germain, 1993). Thus, force to the danger zone affects risk for distal radius (Colles’) fracture, and...
scaphoid and lunate fracture. We calculated the integrated force applied to each region as the sum of all pressure values measured by the corresponding sensors multiplied by the area of the each defined region, and computed percent force defined by the ratio of the region’s integrated force to total integrated force. To determine an anatomical mapping of pressure applied to the entire palm region, we transformed the coordinate system of the M.A.C. motion measurement system into that of the pressure data from RSscan. This allowed us to estimate the location of the scaphoid, hamate, 2nd metacarpal head, 5th metacarpal head, and orientation of the hand on the RSscan map of pressure distribution (Fig. 3).

We measured participants’ soft tissue thickness, directly over the scaphoid and hamate hook, using an ultrasound machine (Acuson Antares, Siemens Inc., Germany). During the scans, we palpated target bones, confirmed the spot by ultrasound image, and then recorded. The ultrasound probe carefully contacted the skin, ensuring the same pressure and angle was applied across all subjects. Both hands were scanned and averaged for data analysis.

Repeated measures ANOVA was used to test whether our outcome variables were associated with pad condition (2 levels), impact configuration (2 levels), and BMI (2 levels). The Pearson correlation test was used to test relationships between soft tissue thickness over the palm and each outcome variables. In one set of analysis, we used raw magnitudes of peak force and distance. In a second set of analysis, we normalized our outcome variables (by dividing force by body weight (N), and distance by body height (m)) to facilitate comparison between high and low BMI groups, and based on the consideration that bone fracture force will tend to scale with body size. All analyses were conducted with the SPSS 16.0, using a significance level of $\alpha=0.05$.

3. Results

The magnitude of peak pressure associated with pad condition ($F=22.2, p=0.001$) and BMI ($F=7.3, p=0.02$), but not with impact configuration ($F=2.6, p=0.131$), and there were no interaction effects. Peak pressure was reduced to 83% by the pad (from 616 to 336 kPa), and was 77% higher in high BMI than in low BMI individuals (608 kPa versus 344 kPa) (Fig. 4).

Peak force to the entire palm region associated with impact configuration ($F=41.3, p=0.0005$) and BMI ($F=29.4, p=0.0005$), but not with pad condition ($F=1.1, p=0.29$), and there were no interaction effects. Peak force was 12% greater in the 20° fall than in the 40° fall configuration (486 N versus 431 N), and 47% greater in high BMI than in low BMI individuals (547 N versus 371 N). The normalized peak force associated with impact configuration ($F=34.7, p=0.0005$) only, and there were no interactions. The normalized peak force was 11% greater in the 20° fall than in the 40° fall configuration (816 versus 732) (Table 1).

The location of peak pressure associated with impact configuration (distance only; distance $F=5.8, p=0.034$, distance normalized $F=5.9, p=0.032$, angle $F=3.2, p=0.099$), but not with pad condition (distance $F=1.1, p=0.302$, angle $F=2.7, p=0.128$) and BMI (distance $F=2.61, p=0.134$, angle $F=0.02, p=0.885$), and there were no interaction effects. Peak pressure occurred at 25 mm from the scaphoid and −9° from the line between scaphoid and hamate in the 20° fall configuration, and 21 mm from the scaphoid and −5° from the scaphoid-hamate axis in the 40° fall configuration (Fig. 5).

The integrated force on the danger zone associated with pad condition ($F=6.5, p=0.027$), and BMI ($F=16.5, p=0.002$), but not with impact configuration ($F=4.4, p=0.059$), and there were no interactions. The force on the danger zone was reduced 13% by the pad (from 94 N to 83 N), and was 90% greater in high BMI than in low BMI individuals (116 N versus 61 N). The normalized force on the danger zone associated with the pad condition ($F=6.9, p=0.023$)
decreases 15% (from 156 to 136), but not with impact configuration ($F=4.1$, $p=0.06$) and BMI ($F=1.2$, $p=0.285$), and there were no interactions (Fig. 6a, b, and c). The percent of total force applied to the danger zone, on average, ranged from 39–46%, and was reduced by padding ($p=0.023$), but was not altered by impact configuration or BMI (Fig. 6d). In addition, the normalized force on area $B$ associated with impact configuration ($F=10.3$, $p=0.008$) and BMI ($F=8.6$, $p=0.014$), averaging 23% greater in the 20° fall configuration compared with 40° fall configuration, and 54% greater in the high BMI than in low BMI group, but not with pad condition ($F=0.008$, $p=0.92$). Conversely, the normalized force on area $C$ associated with pad condition ($F=19.9$, $p=0.001$) and impact configuration ($F=18.2$, $p=0.001$), averaging 47% greater in the padded condition and 42% greater in the 20° fall configuration compared with 40° fall configuration, but not with BMI ($F=3.2$, $p=0.97$).

Soft tissue thickness over the scaphoid positively correlated with distance ($R=0.79$, $p=0.001$), and normalized force applied to area $C$ ($R=0.76$, $p=0.002$), but not with peak pressure, peak force, force applied to danger zone and to area $B$, and BMI. Similar trends were observed for soft tissue thickness over the hamate.

4. Discussion

In this study, we conducted laboratory experiments to measure the distribution of pressure applied to the palm during forward falls onto the outstretched hands, and to determine how pressure distribution depends on foam padding (simulating a glove), the impact angle of the arm, the body mass index of the faller, and the thickness of soft tissue over the palm region.

We found that in the 5 mm thick pad we tested caused substantial attenuation in peak pressure, but had little effect on peak total force. On average, the pad reduced peak pressure by 83%, and peak force to the “danger zone” centered at the scaphoid by 13%. However, it had no effect on peak total force applied to the entire palm, and location of peak pressure. This suggests that the pad altered local variation in stiffness over the palm, but not total effective stiffness. These findings agree with our recently reported results (Choi et al., 2010) that a soft shell hip protector reduced peak pressure, but not peak force, during simulated sideways falls on the hip (“pelvis release experiments”).

We also found that peak pressure over the palm associated significantly with BMI, with 77% greater values observed in the high BMI than in the low BMI group. This finding is consistent with our observation of higher raw magnitudes of peak force applied to the entire palm region in high than in the low BMI individuals, and with our observation of no association between BMI and ultrasound measures of the thickness of soft tissue overlying the scaphoid or hamate—a variable that we presumed would mediate the effect of BMI on peak pressure. Interestingly, these findings contrast with our recently reported results for simulated falls on the hip region (“pelvis release experiments”) with the same subjects (Choi et al., 2010), where peak pressure over the greater trochanter averaged 266% higher in low BMI than in high BMI participants. The likely explanation for this discrepancy is the site-specific nature of the association between BMI and soft tissue thickness. In particular, in our participants, soft tissue thickness over the greater trochanter averaged 23 mm larger in high BMI than in low BMI individuals (46.8 mm versus 23.8 mm). However, tissue thickness over the scaphoid differed between groups by less than 1 mm (7.7 mm in high BMI versus 6.9 mm in low BMI individuals). Thus, individuals with high BMI benefit from the cushioning effect of thicker soft tissue over the hip (which offsets the effect of increased body mass), but no such benefit exists for falls on the outstretched hands, where tissue thickness is relatively uniform.

In addition to load magnitude, fracture risk during a fall will depend on the point of load application. Our results suggest that arm configuration affects each of these parameters. In
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particular, we found that the location of peak pressure tends to be near the periphery of the “danger zone”, along a line just slightly below (by 7°) the scaphoid-hamate axis, and at an average distance from the scaphoid, which was 19% larger in the 20° fall configuration than in the 40° fall configuration (25 versus 21 mm). Neither padding nor BMI affected the location of peak pressure. Several authors have discussed that bending stresses likely contribute to Colles’ fracture (Dobyns and Linscheid, 1984; Myers et al., 1991). Since the scaphoid is directly aligned and transmits compressive force to the distal end of the radius, it is reasonable to regard our peak pressure distances as representative of the moment arm between the distal end of the radius and the center of vertical force application. Our results then suggest that peak stresses at the distal radius will be higher in a 20° fall configuration than in a 40° fall configuration for two reasons: a 19% larger moment arm, and an 11% increase in normalized peak force.

There are several limitations to this study. We examined only one type of padding as a preliminary assessment of the protective value of wearable gloves, and as discussed further below, future studies should examine systematically how glove geometry and material influence our outcome variables. Our sample size (of 13 participants) was relatively modest, and additional experiments with a larger sample are warranted, especially to confirm our findings regarding the associations between BMI, palmar soft tissue thickness, and peak pressure during impact. Due to safety reasons, our fall height was limited to 5 cm. However, this was sufficient to produce peak vertical forces averaging 590 N, close to the peak forces reported for more realistic fall conditions, found by Degoede and Ashton-Miller (2002) to average 611 (SD 141) N, and by Lo at al. (2003) to average 758 (SD 144) N. This observation supports the clinical relevance of our findings. Also, we focused on a specific, worst case fall scenario, by instructing participants to maintain their elbows extended throughout impact (DeGoede and Ashton-Miler, 2002). However, we can think of little reason why our observed trends would not also apply for falls involving elbow flexion during impact. Finally, we examined only vertical forces and pressure distribution, and not horizontal shear forces applied to the palm. Future studies should seek to determine the relative contribution of vertical versus horizontal force to fracture risk during a fall, and how factors such as padding, surface friction, impact configuration, and BMI affect horizontal forces.

Encouraged by our current results, future studies should focus on the systematic evaluation of a wider range of energy-absorbing gloves, and compliant floors as an alternative to rigid wrist guards in preventing fall-related wrist injuries. We found that, even in our padded condition, at least 39% of total force is applied to the “danger zone” directly overlying the scaphoid and hamate (and will, in turn, be transmitted to the distal radius), and an interesting question is whether gloves can be designed to reduce this value substantially. Several types of marketed gloves incorporate foam that varies over the palm in thickness and/or density, and these warrant testing as a first step in addressing this issue. Similarly, along with its traditional role in playground design, compliant flooring is emerging as a feasible option for preventing hip fractures in high risk environments for older adults (Laing and Robinovitch, 2009), and studies should further assess the clinical and biomechanical benefit of these products in attenuating and re-distributing impact force and risk for fall-related wrist injuries (Robinovitch and Chiu, 1998).
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Fig. 1.
Schematic of the “torso release experiment”. In some trials, we placed a 5 mm thick layer of EVA foam (13 × 21 cm, density of 46.6 kg/m³) over the palmar surface, as shown in the inset. Surgical positioning mats (Vac-Pac, Olympic Medical, Seattle, WA, USA) were placed under the knee, shin, and foot to ensure consistent positioning of the participant between successive trials in a given impact configuration.
Fig. 2. Techniques for analyzing pressure data. Raw force traces (shown in (a) from a low BMI participant and in (b) from a high BMI participant) tended to exhibit two successive peaks in force ($F_{\text{max}1}$ and $F_{\text{max}2}$). (c) The locations of peak pressure corresponding to the instants of $F_{\text{max}1}$ and $F_{\text{max}2}$ from the same sample trials. (d) The location of peak pressure was expressed as the distance ($d$) from the scaphoid and angle ($\theta$) from the line between scaphoid and hamate. Three different areas were defined over the palm region: area A (danger zone, dark gray) comprised a circle of 5 cm diameter centered at the scaphoid; area $B$ (light gray) was an adjacent donut shape of 9 cm outer diameter and 5 cm inner diameter centered at the scaphoid; and area $C$ (white) consisted of the remainder of the palm region.
Fig. 3.
Typical pressure profiles from trials in each condition. In general, the peak pressure was located between the scaphoid and hamate, with the contact area increasing, and the peak pressure decreasing, in the padded (versus unpadded) condition. (a) Low BMI, unpadded 20° fall, (b) low BMI, unpadded 40° fall, (c) low BMI, padded 20° fall, (d) low BMI, padded 40° fall, (e) high BMI, unpadded 20° fall, (f) high BMI, unpadded 40° fall, (g) high BMI, padded 20° fall, (h) high BMI, padded 40° fall. In (a)–(h), the magnitude of pressure is indicated by a color scale, which can be interpreted by referring to the color bar legend at the right of each figure, showing units of N/cm² (1 N/cm² = 10 kPa). Note the differences between the figures in the displayed pressure range.
Fig. 4.
Effect of the 5 mm thick EVA foam pad, BMI and impact configuration on the magnitude of peak pressure over the palm region. (a) The pad significantly reduced peak pressure ($p=0.001$). (b) Peak pressure was greater in high BMI than in low BMI participants ($p=0.02$). (c) There was no significant effect of impact configuration on peak pressure ($p=0.131$).
Fig. 5.
Location of peak pressure. Each data point represents an individual trial in each condition across all subjects. The average location of peak pressure was 25 (SD 8) mm from the scaphoid and −9 (SD 17) deg. from the line between scaphoid and hamate in the 20° fall, and 21 mm (SD 8) mm from the scaphoid and −5 (SD 24) deg. in the 40° fall.
Fig. 6.
Force distribution over the three defined areas of the palm. (a) Unpadded versus padded. (b) 20° versus 40° fall configuration. (c) Low versus high BMI. (d) Percent force applied to each area. For example, 45% of total force was applied to the danger zone, and 43% and 12% of total force were applied to area B and C, respectively, in the unpadded condition. Note that data were normalized by body weight (N) before conducting statistical analysis, and an asterisk indicates statistical significance (p<0.05).
Table 1

Mean parameter values in each condition (with standard errors shown in parentheses).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>20° falls</th>
<th></th>
<th>40° falls</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>high BMI</td>
<td>low BMI</td>
<td>high BMI</td>
<td>low BMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unpadded</td>
<td>Padded</td>
<td>Unpadded</td>
<td>Padded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>808 (108)</td>
<td>432 (44)</td>
<td>748 (104)</td>
<td>444 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak pressure</td>
<td>515 (117)</td>
<td>254 (48)</td>
<td>515 (20)</td>
<td>214 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kPa</td>
<td>498 (21)</td>
<td>677 (26)</td>
<td>701 (27)</td>
<td>777 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak force ($F_{max}$)</td>
<td>379 (28)</td>
<td>850 (33)</td>
<td>22.0 (3.0)</td>
<td>214 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>254 (27)</td>
<td>515 (20)</td>
<td>25.1 (2.5)</td>
<td>19.5 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/BW *a × 1000</td>
<td>799 (27)</td>
<td>794 (30)</td>
<td>14.5 (1.5)</td>
<td>12.0 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance, peak pressure ($d$)</td>
<td>27.3 (2.7)</td>
<td>16.7 (1.6)</td>
<td>13.6 (1.8)</td>
<td>12.0 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>28.7 (2.8)</td>
<td>17.5 (1.7)</td>
<td>13.6 (1.8)</td>
<td>12.0 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm/BH *b × 1000</td>
<td>22.2 (2.9)</td>
<td>13.7 (1.8)</td>
<td>13.6 (1.8)</td>
<td>12.0 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle, peak pressure ($\theta$)</td>
<td>−9 (6)</td>
<td>−13 (6)</td>
<td>−8 (7)</td>
<td>−3 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degrees</td>
<td>−6 (7)</td>
<td>−6 (8)</td>
<td>−2 (8)</td>
<td>−3 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force on the danger zone</td>
<td>132 (12)</td>
<td>116 (11)</td>
<td>110 (8.3)</td>
<td>61 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>74 (13)</td>
<td>56 (12)</td>
<td>107 (10)</td>
<td>54 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/BW *a × 1000</td>
<td>179 (22)</td>
<td>156 (16)</td>
<td>150 (15)</td>
<td>133 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force on area B</td>
<td>157 (16)</td>
<td>128 (10)</td>
<td>130 (14)</td>
<td>41 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>61 (17)</td>
<td>65 (11)</td>
<td>125 (11)</td>
<td>51 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/BW *a × 1000</td>
<td>212 (23)</td>
<td>172 (12)</td>
<td>163 (20)</td>
<td>88 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force on area C</td>
<td>55 (11)</td>
<td>58 (7)</td>
<td>27 (6)</td>
<td>21 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>19 (12)</td>
<td>24 (7)</td>
<td>52 (7)</td>
<td>21 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/BW *a × 1000</td>
<td>72 (14)</td>
<td>78 (10)</td>
<td>36 (8)</td>
<td>45 (12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Peak forces are normalized by body weight (BW).

*Distances are normalized by body height (BH).